World Organization to Investigate the Persecution of Falun Gong (WOIPFG)

To investigate the criminal conduct of all institutions, organizations, and individuals involved in the persecution of Falun Gong; to bring such investigation, no matter how long it takes, no matter how far and deep we have to search, to full closure; to exercise fundamental principles of humanity; and to restore and uphold justice in society.

Gao Min: Full-time Human Organ Donation Coordinator, the Red Cross Society, Shenzhen Branch
Date: March 9, 2016 (Phone number: +86+1314879 9308)

Phone Investigation Recording
Gao Min: Well, this is not to say whether there is donation or not. It is now that even many people want to donate…. I have more than a dozen body donations today. There was a young donor at 4 am this morning, at 32 years old. A car slammed into him, and his heart, liver and lungs were all crushed. Even his family wanted to donate his organs, they couldn’t, so they only donated his body. Then how do you view it? It is not the issue of donation. The problem is that now even if he wants to donate, can he donate it? Most people would not be accepted. Many people donate, there are many donations in Yitian. We got people, who are just five months old, 12 years old and 15 years old. They can’t donate successfully. It is not that they don’t want to. So, being active or not is not important here. Yes, there are lots of limitations. If you’ve studied medicine yourself, you can understand the situation, right?

(For the full transcription, please refer to Recording 183)